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	Data Insights offers multi-disciplinary perspectives and useful information about how visualizations can open your eyes to data. This thought-provoking book takes a conversational approach to presenting an overview of the subject, while also focusing on key details. It highlights the ideas and work of a variety of people who are actively contributing to this still emerging field. Case studies from business analytics, healthcare, games, security, and network monitoring, among others, portray what is going on in data visualization today. A diverse blend of original illustrations and real-world examples, both classical and cutting-edge, help fill in the picture.


	This book provides an approachable overview of important aspects of data visualization, and...


		
			Demonstrates, with a variety of case studies, how visualizations can foster a clearer and more comprehensive understanding of data
	
			Answers the question, "How can data visualization help me?" with discussions of how it fits into a wide array of purposes and situations
	
			Makes the case that data visualization is not just about technology; it also involves a deeply human process
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Frontiers of Evolutionary ComputationSpringer, 2004
This book is a collection of essays, authored by eminent scholars in evolutionary computation (EC), artificial intelligence (AI), operations research, complexity theory and mathematics. Each essay revolves around important, interesting and unresolved questions in the field of evolutionary computation....
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Make or Break Issues in IT Management (Computer Weekly Professional)Butterworth-Heinemann, 2002
'The Make or Break Issues in IT Management' covers all aspects of IT project management such as the way to achieve maximum benefits from the investment.  All the authors are currently working on leading edge projects and the chapters, which describe current theory and practice, are based on seminars and conferences given by the authors.
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CompTIA Security+ Training Kit (Exam SY0-301) (Microsoft Press Training Kit)Microsoft Press, 2013

	
		Ace your preparation for the skills measured by CompTIA Security+ Exam SY0-301. Work at your own pace through a series of lessons and reviews that fully cover each exam objective. Then, reinforce what you’ve learned by applying your knowledge to real-world case scenarios and practice exercises. This guide is designed to help...
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Sales Mastery: The Sales Book Your Competition Doesn't Want You to ReadJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Distinguish yourself as a "Sales Master" and win big in business today!


	Your personal and professional distinctions are THE precursor to closing the deal. Why? Because most salespeople are not distinctive-all they do is follow one another.


	Sales Mastery gives you Chuck Bauer's unique personal...
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Programming WCF ServicesO'Reilly, 2007
Written by Microsoft software legend Juval Lowy, Programming WCF Services is the authoritative introduction to Microsoft's new, and some say revolutionary, unified platform for developing service-oriented applications (SOA) on Windows. Relentlessly practical, the book delivers insight, not documentation, to teach developers what they...
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Nutrition and Gastrointestinal Disease (Clinical Gastroenterology)Humana Press, 2007

	This volume serves as a hands-on, practical reference in nutrition support for the clinical gastroenterologist and for other clinicians with similar interests. The book offers expert nutritional knowledge and management ideas. It also provides methodology for combating problems such as short bowel syndrome, inflammatory bowel disease, celiac...
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